
 

3. HM | DCC & HM7000 – Installing (Sound) Profiles 
 

At launch, ALL locomotive (Sound) Profiles are FREE. Each “Profile” includes a set of lighting 

functions, sounds* and motor control functions based on your class of locomotive. 

- *TXS sounds are only available for HM7000-TXS sound decoders.  

If your locomotive is DCC Fitted with a HM7000 at the point of purchase, you will have pre-installed 

on your HM7000 decoder a Profile that is best suited to that locomotive. If you have purchased a 

HM7000-TXS decoder separately, you will have a Default Profile installed (SD999).  

If you wish to try a new Profile, this will require the Profile to be installed via the HM | DCC app.  

Firstly, ensure HM | DCC & HM7000 - First Setup has been followed and your decoder is connected 

to HM | DCC and your HM7000 fitted locomotive you wish to update is stationary. 

Ensure that your phone or tablet has Wi-Fi turned ON. Wi-Fi is required for the full duration of the 

Profile installation from the HM | DCC app to your HM7000 decoder.  

The installation screen is required to be always on when updating your HM7000, therefore it is 

advised to alter your phone or tablet settings to make sure your screen is set to Do Not Disturb. This 

will ensure that the installation is not interrupted*. Instructions on how to do this are available from 

your phone or tablet’s support website.  

- *It is always advised to leave your phone or tablet stationary on the HM | DCC app during 

the entirety of the installation process.  

If the screen turns off the HM | DCC app, the installation will pause. But, returning to the HM | DCC 

app will resume the installation process. 

Tap on the Control ‘  ‘ icon. Then, for the locomotive you wish to update the Profile for, tap on 

Locomotive Settings. Scroll down to the bottom of the screen and tap Browse Profiles. This will pre-

fill your locomotive and HM7000 decoder, ready for install of a new Profile. 

Alternatively, you can tap on Profiles on the Settings ‘  ‘ screen. 

Browse the Profiles screen and choose a Profile. You can scroll through different Profiles by holding 

your finger on the screen and moving it side to side. Pick the right scale (00 or TT) to ensure your 

locomotive has the correct Functions once the Profile install is complete. The scale is featured in the 

top-right of each Profile. 

Tap on the Profile you wish to install to open the Manage Profile screen. Tap on the Preview 

Functions button to view the Function Map and list of Functions you are about to install. Tap on 

PAGE 2 and PAGE 3 at the top of the screen to view all Functions.  

Tap up on the top-left to go back to the Manage Profile screen.  

Under Decoder Selection, make sure your decoder you wish to update is listed. If it isn’t, tap on the 

Decoder Selection box and select the correct Locomotive and HM7000 decoder you wish to update. 

They will be named accordingly based on your Locomotive Name and Address (#). In the top-right of 



the Decoder Selection box, the Sound Download SKU ‘SD###’ will show what Profile is currently 

installed on your HM7000 decoder. 

Ensure that your HM7000 decoder is connected to HM | DCC and the Bluetooth® icon ‘  ’ is BLUE 

and your locomotive and HM7000 decoder are powered. 

Place your phone or tablet around 3-6 inches away from your stationary locomotive and tap on the 

Install Locomotive Profile button.  

Please allow up an average of 10 minutes for the new Profile to install. It may take longer based on 

your phone or tablet. It is advised to keep your phone or tablet still and plugged into mains power 

during the entire installation process.  

Once the installation is complete, please Power-Cycle your decoder by removing the locomotive 

from the track, waiting 5 seconds, and replacing the locomotive. If you have a Power Bank installed, 

you will have to wait up to 60 seconds for your HM7000 to power down. Once power is restored to 

your locomotive, your decoder will auto-reconnect to HM | DCC in an average of around 5 seconds. 

This will activate the new Profile for use.  

You may be prompted to choose if you would like to Import the Function Map for your newly 

installed Profile. It is advised to Import the new Function Map to ensure that all your Functions 

work properly with the new Profile. Please note: The Import of the new Function Map will replace 

any previous Function Map for your locomotive. If you wish to keep your existing Function Map, 

please first use the Export Function Map feature on your Locomotive Settings screen before any 

new Profile install.  

If you are not pre-prompted, you can always install the correct Function Map for your locomotive 

later by using the Import Function Map feature at the bottom of the Manage Profile screen for a 

given Profile.  

It is always advised to Import the correct Function Map that matches the Profile installed on your 

HM7000 decoder to ensure that Functions work correctly. You can always view what Profile is 

installed onto a HM7000 decoder on the Manage Device screen and view the Profile SKU code.  

Tap on the Control ‘  ‘ icon and begin controlling with your new Profile.  

If you wish to take things further and perfect running for your class of locomotive, you can also tap 

on Import Running Profile on the Manage Profile screen for a given Profile. Ensure that the correct 

scale is chosen for your locomotive before Running Profile import. 

If you experience any issues when installing a new Profile or receive any app alerts of trouble with 

your decoder. Please first attempt reinstalling the Profile a few times. If issues still occur, please 

read the troubleshooting section on the Hornby.com website, or alternatively contact 

HM.customercare@hornby.com for specialised assistance.  
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